GOOD
FOR
B.C.
AUTO INSURANCE THAT’S

Insurance that meets the changing needs of vehicle drivers has always been, and
will continue to be, a challenge for governments. B.C. is on the right track. B.C.’s
insurance brokers believe in our system and the government’s current course of action.

Being the best is within our reach with the remedies
that are underway.
• Substantial improvements to ICBC’s accident
benefits will improve the care available for anyone
who is injured in a crash. ICBC will be able to fund
these increased benefits though reduced legal
costs, a limit on payouts for pain and suffering for
minor injuries and a new dispute resolution model
– all resulting in projected net savings of $1 billion
annually.
• Government and ICBC are also modernizing
ICBC’s insurance system to ensure all drivers pay
premiums that more accurately reflect the risk
they represent on the road. In addition, a number
of road safety initiatives are underway, aimed at
lowering crashes and mitigating the current financial
pressures on ICBC.

B.C. has had the right answer
for more than four decades.
Other provinces don’t compare.
Canadian auto insurance is
a societal dilemma.

• B.C. brokers understand the auto-insurance
dilemma. We have studied the alternatives to
the public system for B.C. and have yet to see a
universally available, consumer-friendly option
that represents long-term and sustainable value for
B.C. auto insurance consumers.
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Insurance brokers believe
in the B.C. system and the
current reforms.
We are explaining the
changes to B.C. drivers, and
letting them know that our
auto insurance system is
on the right track.
It’s what we do.
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Economies of scale made possible by the size of
the B.C. insurance market, which enable brokers also
offering Autoplan to operate with the full spectrum of
products and from B.C.’s smallest communities to major

costs down.
Efficient collection of
motor vehicle debts and fines by the broker force,
which imposes government-ordered sanctions
for motor-vehicle violations, Family Maintenance
Enforcement Program debts, environmental noncompliance, and other outstanding provincial fines.

urban, high-traffic locations, all offering convenient
access and extended hours of operation.
B.C. ownership of a substantial investment. Whereas
some sectors of the global insurance market have
required injections of capital during the past decade,
ICBC surpluses have solely benefited the citizens of B.C.
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